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September 1, 1992,

U.S. Nuclear Regulatcry Commission
_ ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

PLANT HATCH - UNITS 1, 2
NRC DOCKETS 50-321, 50-366

OPERAllNG LICENSES DPR-57, NPF-5
St)fPLEMEt{TAL INFORMATJON CONCERN 1tLG

STATION BtACK0E_(_AlCULATIONS
NRC TA(_J40S. M681E) AND M68554

Centlemen:

By letter dated November 1, 1991, Georgia Power Company (GPC) received an
NRC Supplemental Safety Evaluation (SSE' relative te the Station Blackout
(SBO) rule. The SSE was issued following 1 review of the GPC submittal dated
May '3, 1991, which responded to the initial NRC Safety Evaluation dated
March 5, 1991.

By letter dated December 4, 1991, GPC responded to the SSE and committed
to provide additional information concerning revised control building heatup
calculttions. Sinca that time, the heatup calculations for both the cc.itrol
building- and the main coM 91 room have been revised. Tne enclosure to this
letter details information concerning the revisions to these calculations.

Please contact this office if you have questions.

Sincerely,

f/I b N-
,

' J. T. Beckham, Jr.
|

MCM/cr
,,

Enclosure

cc: (See next page.)
.
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Geoigia' Power d

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
September'1, 1992
Page lwo

cc: .Georaia Power Cc.opany
Mr. H. L. Sumner, General Manager - Nuclear Plant
NORMS

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissiom Washinat.on. D.C.
Mr. K. Jabbour, Licensing Project Manager - Ilatch

~

U.S. Nuclear Requjatory Commission. Reaion 11
_

Mr. L. O. Wert, Senior Resident Intp7ctor - Hatch
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ENCLOSURE

PLANT HATCH - UNITS-1, 2-
NRC 00CKETS 50-321, 50-366;> ,

- OPERATING LICCNSES DPR-57, NPF-5
. SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION CONCERNING

SIAIl98 BLACK 0UT CALGULATIONS

D_ETAILS OF REVISEQ HEATUP CALCVLATIONS

L- 1The GPC- submittal-dated May 3,1991 described d9 tails of evaluations performed
; in response. to NRC-recommendations identified in the NRC Safety Evaluation

: ' M Report _ (SER) dated _ March 5,1991 -NRC- Evaluation Ita.n 2.3.4, Effect of Loss-of ;

-Ventilation, frecommended that -licensees re-evalua'.e the effects of loss ofo

1ventilationx for certain areas and t- act;on: : c assary to ensure equipment'

Loperability: in those ' areas In a 2;t.. :. the NRC requested licensees to submit
tthe results of the analysis, and assung: ions used, for NRC- review. The NRC,

Supplemental: Safety Evaluation (SSE), dated November 1, 1991', datailed the NRC
_ evaluation of the-GPC response provided in the May 3,1991 letter.q

. Control- Buildino Heatuo Calculationg
,

l- The initial GPC evaluation of the effects of loss of ventilation on equipment in
D the battery charger area of the control building (Item 2,3.4, Part 3) assumed an

initial control building temperature of 900F. In the SSE, the NRC expressed
concern that HVAC-equipment degradation could cause this area temperature to
rise above 900E1resulting in-excessively high temperatures during the 4-hour SB0-

Eduration'. By letter dated December : 4,1991, GPC committed - to re-evaluate the
_

-

~ initial. temperature of 900F and_ modify. the computer codes and assumptions for-

Lthe?'heatupscalculations. The GPC letter- dated May 3,. 1991 detailed the -

assumptionsLLused- for~ th9 initial control building ~ heatup calculation. In
addition tolthe revisions:1 mentioned above, other assumptions were changed in.

Lorder3 to remove ' excessive: conservatisms -and ~ allow one Lset of bounding;

calculations; to be used for design basis and Individual Plant Examination _(IPE)
Lanalyses ;in addition to SB0 coping analysis. Assumptions used forLthe revised

~

o calculations which differ from those described. in the letter. dated May 3,1991,
L and the results of the. revised calculations, are detailed below.

_

E zMiior Assu,mptions:

'l. LA norma 11 initial control building temperature of Il00F is used in the PCFLUD
heatup model. _ This .value is the maximum value assumed in the Final Safety-
Analysis: R6 port (FSAR), ' and is considered to be very conservative. The
original calculation. assumed an initial temperature of 900F.

|
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' ENCLOSURE-(Continued)
'

jit)PPi,EMENTAL INFORMATION CQKERNELG
STAT 10k QLAJKOUT CALCULATIONS

l
.;ETAll,1 O_f _ REVISED HJMVP CAL (t)LATIONS |

j

2. The ' temperature of_the turbine building is assumed to remain constant at
1100F. This value is the maximum turbine building design temperature. The

'

-original calculation assumed the turbine building temperature to inittailyv

be 1100F and - in, t antanecosly reacia a steady-state temperature of 14 .'
f'llowing the SBO. The as med increase-to 1400F was a conservatism in the
original calculation which was removed. This assumption was cha;,ged to
provide consistency with IPE calculattuns and has no significant imptct on

- the results of the calculation.
s

3. The--contr_ol building west wall is exposed to the service building which is
assumed ~to be at 950F with 50% relative humidity. These are the design

_ maximum outside air conditinns. This is a very conservative assumption
~

because the service building is normally maintained at appiaimately 760F by
.a non-Class IE HVAC system. The original calculation assumed the west wall -

'

exposed to the outside and was assumed to.be at- 960F drybulb and 770Fsas
wet bulb. :This _ assumption was changed to provide-consistency with IPE-
c 1culations and has -no

= calculation.
- significant impact on the results of- the

4< The -Health Physics - (is)L area doors are _ assumed to remain closed for the
duration - of the event, The original calculation- assumed these doors _would

H bel opened and took credit for the entire HP area, above anj below the
' ceiling -tiles, as: a- heat- sink. Therefore, the replacement of 20 percent of

the ceiling tiles in_the HP area, which w=s committed to in the May 3, 1991
_

letter, will not be performed.

5. Several doors _will be manually opened to promote natural circulation into[ = and out of the control building, These include the door between the service -,

L. building and the 130 ft elevation of the control building, and the stairwell:

doors o.1 the 130-ft elevation of the control building and en the roof of the
main control _ room (MCR).

1 6. LAn; access port . ill be installed in the control building ventilationw-

ductwork on the teactor' building roof and will be manually opened following
the' SB0.to provide a " chimney effe t" allowing hot air to flow out of the :-

-control-building through the ductwork to the atmosphere.
t 7.. The~new analycis is based on a LOCA/LOSP on Unit I with a concurrent LOSP on

L ' Unit.2, which is the_ worst case heat load scenario for the control building.
| The original calculation did not assume-a Unit 1 LOCA. This assumption was

changed to provide consistency with IPE calculations. -

,
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ENCLOSURE (Continued).
'
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_SUPPLEMEtEAL'INFORMAT100CONCERNING
STATION BLACK 0UT CALCULATIONS

DETAILS OF RlVISED F ATUP CALCULATIONS

'
8. The station service ' battery chargers are assumed to be loaded one hour

following onset of the S80. The original calculation assumed the battery
chargers would be loaded two hours following onset of the S80.

Resulti

The _ analysis r4sulted -in= a maximum temperature'at the Unit I control building
,130-ft elevation of 1190F, and a maximum temperature at the- Unit 2 control-

-

building 1130-ft. elevation of 1330F, All equipment- in the control. building
required during an SB0 will operate acceptably at this . temperature. As stated
in the-letter dated May 3, 1991, the heatuo of the 130-ft elevation is the
enveloping-case, and the SB0 temperature response of the entire control building
'(ex:ept the MCR) will be-qualified based on the temperature -response at the
=130-ft elevation.

Main Contr l Room idatuo Calculations-a

In. order to support the IPE program, the MCR heatup calculations have been
- revised .since submittal of ' the -Decembe - 4,1991 ~ response to the November 1,1991
580 SSE. This revision involved removal of several unnecessary conservatisms
and refinement .uf the computer del which resulted in a cignificant reduction
'in -the maximum calculated MCI ;emperature. The- GPC letter - dated May ~;,1991
detailed the assumptions used.for the. initial MCR heatup calculation. Any
assumptions used for the revised calculations which differ from the- original
assumptions as; described in our letter dated May 3, 1991, and the results of the
revised calculations, are detailed below.

$ JaIior'AssumotionO

1.- -The temperature'of t;.e turbine building is assumed to remain constant at
1100F. This-value is the maximum turbine building design. temperature. The

L original calculation assumed the turbine building temperature to initially
( bei 1100F. and - instantaneously reach a steady-state- temperature of. 1400F -

p foll.owing : the SBO. The assumed increase to-1400F was a conse vatism in the
L 'riginal calculation which was removed. This assumption was changed t.o
!, provide consistency with IPE calculations and has no significant impact on

the results of the calculation.

,
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ENCLOSURE (Continued)

SVPELMENTA_L INFORMATION CORCLRNLNG
STATION BLACKOUT cal.CULATIONS

DET Alls OF RJVISED HEATUP cat CEATIONS

2. The MCR west wall is exposed to the outside which is assumed to be at 950F
with 50% relative _ humidity. There are the design maximum outside air
conditions. The original calculation assumed the west wall was exposed to
the outside and was assumed to be at 960F drybulb and 770F wet bulb. This
assumption was changed to provide consistency with IPE calculations ano b s
no significant impact on the results of the calculation.

_

Results N

,

The analysis resulted in a maximum temperature in the hCR of 1070F. All
equipment in the MCR required during an SB0 will operate acceptably at this
tamperature.

4
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